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I . Introduction; Interreligious Dialogue and World Peace

Over the past few decades, ‘ interreligious dialogue ' has become a hot topic and a frontier

field in international religious academic circle. Hans Kting, who is the chief drafter of Declaration

Toward a Global Ethic, emphasizes many times that without peace among religions, there could be
no peace among nations, countries or cultures; without dialogue among religions, there could be no

peace among religions; without religious studies, there could be no dialogue among religions. His

argument is actually a
“

syllogism that explains the importance of interreligious dialogues". Accord-

ing to its i.rl.ference, interreligious dialogue is so important that it concerns not only peace among rt,-

ligions, but also peace among countries and cultures. At the end of 1980s, many people held the

view that Hans Kllng‘ s syllogism had overestimated the importance of interreligious dialogue. How-

ever, 20 years later, with the growth of the problems and phenomena of religions after the Cold

War, and the obvious impact of religious elements or background to the conflicts among nations,

countries and cultures, the importance of interreligious dialogue has become a common conviction a-

mong global politicians, religious leaders and scholars of religious studies.
Paul F. Knitter, the well —known American theologian, hits the nail on the head in terms of

the urgency of interreligious dialogue. He argues that, in the development of geographical — political

events (conflicts‘,7) , fear causes anger, anger causes violence, and that this is becoming more and

more the case in some nations and countries. For many people, Samuel Huntington‘ s view has been

verified, and the conflicts among civilizations have become more and more serious. What is even

more worrying and threatening is that the conflicts among religions have added to the brimming pot
of hatred. Terrorists and lmperialists defend their evil deeds by means of religious beliefs. They caall

others “ evil" , while at the same time considering themselves to be ‘‘good". It is actually a religious

declaration, which means, “ God is with me, so let me punish you. " ln this way, religion has been
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used as a tool to abet the spread of conflicts among civilizations, and this is part of the reason why
religion has become a global problem. However, religious belief could and should help promote dia-
logue and cooperation among civilizations, for all religious people would achieve a consensus if they

stood by the teachings of the founders and the classics of their religions; religious faith must promote

world — peace, rather than turning fostering thoughts of violence. (D

Because of the importance and urgency of interreligious dialogue, academic circles at home and
abroad have more and more emphasized the religious cultural traditions of both east and west in or-

der to find the historical experiences and thought sources that help to promote religious dialogue, rc-

solve the civilizational conflicts and establish a harmonious society. This essay is an elucidation of

the relevant theoretical inquiries of the scholars of the older generation, and falls into roughly three

parts. First is a reconsideration of the historical characters of Chinese religious cultures. Second is

a summary of the tradition of Chinese religious culture. Third, Chinese traditional culture can supply
the conceptual resources for promoting inleneljgious dialogue, resolving civiiizational conflicts and creating a

harmonious world.

11 . The Historical Character (Characteristics?) of Chinese Religious

Cultures

If we want to argue that Chinese religious cultural traditions can help to promote religious dia-
logue , resolve civilization conflicts and build a harmonious world, we must know the historical char-

aclers of Chinese religious cultures. However, ever since the cultural encounter between the east

and the west end of Ming Dynasty and the beginning of Qing Dynasty, the question of how to inter-

pret Chinese religious traditions and their character has always been a tough problem.

Ninian Smart, the well — known scholar of comparative religious studies, introduces Chinese

religions this way; “ The westerners always feel confused about the religions in China---. from the

point of view of our westerners, Chinese religion is indeed a hodgepodge. "®W'hat is more, scholars

like Hans KI'i.ng claim that, “ scholars in the west once inferred that there was no religious life in

ancient Chinese society. "® Why is it the case’! We can find some thought — provoking clues in C.

K. Yang’ s Religion in Chinese Society. The “ introduction" of this book contains a section — “ some
points of View concerning the characters of the religions in Chinese society," in which Yang men-

tions that the missionaries who first came to China found something that is completely different from

Christianity — that religious belief for the Chinese is superstitious belief. From that time on, this

view began to prevail in the western world. The other important reason is that Confucian ethics have

determined the social value system for most of Chinese history, functioning as the religious ethics as

Christianity does i.r1 the west. Therefore, there were no religious organizations, nor any long — time

conflicts between the government and the church. For this reason, western scholars who study Chi-

nese culture hold the view that the Confucian tradition is secular i.r1 terms of value systems and ag-

nostic in terms of religious thought. This is actually a negation of the role that religion plays in Chi-
nese society. Influenced by the view of western scholars, Chinese scholars in modern times devel-

oped the view point that
“
Chinese society is non — religious". For instance, Liang Qichao doubted

“whether we could write a history of Chinese religion"; Hushi believedthat “ China is a country

® 512 Paul F. Knitm, lnmzdudng mazogia I7/Ihligionr, "To the Chinese Render" , tmns. Wmguncheng, (Beijing; Remmin Uni-
mqiry Publishing House) , 2 -3.

® Nani... Smart, Wnrld zwsgm, 2-‘ edition, Imus. Gunhining
® Hans Kiing, Spurrnnuhe Die oewezsgimm aufdem veg, Imus. Ylng Xushmg, (Beijing; Sanlinn Ptxbljshing House 2007) , 129.
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without religion, and China is a nation that doesn’ t have the superstitious beliefs of religion" ; Chen

Duansheng held the View that “Chinese [culture‘_7 Civilization‘_7] is non — religious. China doesn't
have a great religion---. "@ The reason that I mention the above academic background is to empha-

size the value of the following research.

l.rr order to eliminate the negative influence of “western viewpoints" on Chinese religious stud-

ies, Prof. Lou Yulie has mentioned ten features of Chinese religious tradition in many conferences
and lectures recently.

First, in Chinese history, the authority of god has never exceeded that of the emperor. The

view that “all the lands belong to the emperor, and all the people live on these lands belong to the

emperor" has always been the dominant standpoint ever since the Shang and Zhou dynasties. There-

fore , the authority of god has been always subordinate to that of the emperor. While in the European
Middle Ages, which lasted for a thousand years, it was just the opposite.

Second, there has never been a
“
belief i.n one god" in Chinese history; instead, there has al-

ways been a “ belief in many gods". Although there are all kinds of names that designate the superi-

or god, like as
“

Di
"

, “God" ,
“
Heaven" and

“
the One" , they are do not by any means imply ex-

clusive claims to belief or. Therefore, there is no command that “ you can only believe in this god

rather than that god". The people always burn incense whenever they see a temple, and bow down
on their knees whenever they see a statue of a god. It is completely different from the western Chris-

tianity, where “ the worship of God alone is allowed. ".

Third, worship of ancestors. The gods in China were always ancestors. For example, “ Di”
and “Cod" on oracle bones mainly mean “ the ancestors of the primitive tribes" , namely, the he-

roes that had once made great contributions to the tribes. People believed that when these ancestors

died, they would bless their posterity. This is i.n fact a kind of worship of heroes, or of the sages.

However, in the Zhou dynasty, this point of view began to change. These gods of the ancestors or
the sages never blessed their posterity blindly; rather, they blessed them according to according to

whether they were virtuous or not. For example, the thought that
“
Heaven is just, and only blesses

people who are virtuous" first came into existence in the Zhou dynasty; in the Spring and Autumn

(Chunqiu) period, there was the concept that
“
what Heaven sees is actually what the people see,

what Heaven hears is actually what the people hear"; “ the people are the masters of the gods". In

this way, beginning with the Western Zhou (Xi Zhou) , the tradition of “people — oriented human-

ism" gradually developed.

Fourth, people don't obey the authority of the gods, for don‘ t believe the gods have absolute
right; rather, they handle the relationship between god and the people as they deal with interperson-

al relationship. Confucius says, “if you cannot handle secular affairs, how can you deal with the af-

fairs concerning gods?" He also says, “ in order to help people lead a good life, we should teach

them to respect the gods, but never attempt to go near to the gods. This is what we call wise.
"

Li-

ang Qichao once pointed out that the religions in the west can be called “ the religion of the divine
logos "

, while the religions in China can be called “the religion of the human logos" , which means,

i.n Chinese culture, that the emphasis on the personal relationships overrides the relationship of hu-
man beings and the gods.

Fifth, Chinese religious belief is characterized by its worldliness and utilitarianism, while a
sense of transcendent divinity is what it lacks. Just as the case inTan Jing ,

“ Buddha Dharma is

right in the secular world, so one doesn’ t need to look for it beyond the world. It is as silly as loo-

@ Yang Qingkun ,IleLigr'nns in the Cbinme Snrtietyfir u«.u..n1. nflbe smut Function and the Hrmdnu Elements at‘ Chinese 50:.-ipty

, mi. Fun Luhu, (Shanghai Pwplas Publishing House, 2001) , 21 -24.
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king for the horns of the rabbit as to search for the Buddha Dharma outside the world. " Prof. Fei
Xiaotong stakes out the position that t.he Chinese have very practical attitudes towards ghosts and

gods. We worship them in order to ask for timely wind and rain for raising crops, and to escape

from disasters. Our sacrifices and worship are like offering a bribe to somebody. Ghosts and gods for

us are rights, powers instead of ideals; sources of financial resources instead of justice.

Sixth, Chinese religious beliefs are more rational rather than emotional. Ever since the begin-

ning of modern times, some people have argued that Buddhism is religion, some hold that it is phi-

losophy, some say it is both religion and philosophy, while there are still others who maintain that it
is neither religion nor philosophy, but rather a kind of method — Buddha Dharma. The reason why

people have argued over this so much is that there are many rational elements in Buddhism. From

another perspective, Buddhism is a kind of “religion without gods" , for it rejected the view that

“God creates the world" with its theory of
“
Yuan Qi” and

“
Ye Bao". It suggests that we look for

the ultimate reason from within things, which is “self do, self have".

Seventh, Chinese religious belief emphasizes
“

the inner transcendence of the self". Chinese

culture that is directed by Confucian thought is a kind of “ culture of cultivating morality" , namely,

cultivating oneself, transcending oneself by means of “Xiushen". Under these circumstances, Chan

School, the largest sect of Chinese Buddhism, has completely developed the humanism of the self-

freeing of Buddhism, which emphasizes thinking through your own problems and knowing yourself

completely; getting to know that the nature of all human beings is Buddha makes a Buddha. It is

the aspect of Chinese religion that emphasizes the ethical cultivation of body and soul. Daoism takes

Dao as its base, which respects nature and advocates natural inaction. In the final analysis, it is to

respect the nature of human beings and to develop spontaneous activity as completely as possible.
Eighth, Chinese religion lacks an intense missionary spirit. It largely relates to Chinese tradi-

tional culture. Confucianism is atypical example. As it is said in Liii,
“

people come from all a-

round to learn Li, rather than the Li being spread actively by the teacher. " It is “Jiang Ziya went

fishing —freedom is always for volunteers. " Buddhism and Daoism are also the nnon — missionary.
Buddhism doesn't force someone to believe. Buddha helps the person who has “Yuan” with him.

How could western missionaries have this attitude’! The missionary work of western religions is ag-

gressive, while the Chinese religions are conservative.

Ninth, the emperor and the government in Chinese history were tolerant about religions, and

they allowed all kinds of religions to co — exist. The authority of the emperor always held the leading

position, so it adopted a tolerant attitude that reconciled and used all kinds of religions, which let

these religions compete with each other, and fostered the consolidation of the power of the emperor

and the government. This allowed all religions to communicate frequently in teachings activities and

in ceremonies. These religions assimilated to each other among themselves, while at the same time
keeping their independence.

Tenth, China is a country with many religions, so China has many problems concerning ethnic
religions. Ethnic religions have something in common with the religions mentioned above, but they

are also different. For example, Buddhism coming from Xizang and from Southern China is different

from that from the Han areas. The former two have combined with the local ethnic culture, and they

even become the symbol of their ethnic culture. (9

Scholars in domestic academic circles all know that Prof. Mou Zhongjian has devoted his life to

the history of Chinese religions studies, and that he completed a great work of nearly a million words
— Tlw History of Chinese Ibligioru (two volumes, 2000). II: the last chapter of this book, Prof.

@ The above summary is 1.: “rel.i¢:inus studiua in search nflmml culluml tradition", in Chineu religions (VH1. 11, zoos).
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Mou summaries five characteristics of Chinese religions. They are, first, the continuing existence
and development of an original religion; second, the authority of the emperor always oveniling that
of religions; third, diversity and inclusiveness; fourth, humanization and secularization; fifth, the

connection and disconnection of the three structures. We can draw these conclusions if we compare

Prof. Mou’ s 5 points and Prof. Lou‘ s 10 points.

First, the two persons share consensus at many points. Point 2 of Prof. Mou is what Prof. Lou

emphasizes in point 1 ,
“ it never occurred in Chinese history that the authority of god exceeded that

of the emperor, " in other words, “ the authority of the emperor always overrules the authority of reli-

gion. " However, this consensus is more clearly expressed in the following aspect;
Second, points 1, 3 , 4 of Prof. Mou are more general than those of Prof. Lou. For example,

with regard to point 1 , Prof. Mou pointed out that, i.n accordance with the age — old patriarchal so-

ciety, the original religions, namely, the worship of nature, of ghosts and gods, and of ancestors

have been kept intact, and have developed and strengthened, in contrast to what happened in
Greece, Egypt, Persia and Lndia, where their original religions were gradually replaced by creation

religions. Ln this way, the worship of Heaven, god , and ancestors has been combined with the au-

thority of the emperor, which together formed the religion of patriarchal society. This explanation

not only contains points 2 and 3 of Prof. Lou, but also helps us to understand its historical reasons.
When it comes to point 3 ,

“ diversity and inconclusiveness" , Prof. Mou emphasizes the diverse — u-

nity structure of Chinese traditional culture, the philosophy of Confucianism, the view of “ accom-

modating divergent views" and the tolerant circumstances of Chinese society. This concept thus in-
cludes points 2,9,l0 of Prof. Lou. What’ s more, “humanization and secularization" , point 4 of

Prof. Mou, includes points 4 , 5 ,6 , and their main points are almost the same as well, referring to

the ethics, secularity, utilitarianism, humanity and rationality that the Chinese cultural tradition ex-

hibits .
Third, although these two scholars share different viewpoints, they both have profound in-

sights , which can help us use their views as references to help us understand the overall characteris-

tics and the complexity of the tradition of Chinese religions. For example; what Prof. Lou pointed

out in 7 , 8, namely, “Chinese religions emphasize inner transcendence" and “Chinese religious

traditions don’t have an intense missionary intent”. Another example; Prof. Mou states in in point

5,that the beliefs of the Chinese are mostly constituted of “official belief" ,
“ scholar belief" and

“ folk belief". The three kinds of belief are consistent with each other, but relatively independent,

and even do not have much relationship with each other. Therefore, we cannot summarize the char-

acteristics of the beliefs of Chinese people with a simple judgment.

Hans Kiing keenly pointed out that “ the China as the western scholars who do research in Chi-

nese cultures see it" and “ the China that the Chinese see it" are totally different. @With what has
been discussed above, we can draw the conclusion that views of the cultural tradition of Chinese re-

ligions are also totally different, for “ the former Chinese scholars" and “ the Chinese scholars nowa-

days ". Now it’ s time to see how senior scholars summarize the fine tradition of Chinese religious

culture based on contemporary research.

© Hans Kiing, Spweruuthe Die welweligianen aufdem mg, Imus. Yang Xualreng, (Slmnglmi Snnlinn Pu.l:l.ialring Hnuse 2007) , 129.
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I[[. The Fine Tradition of Chinese Religious Culture

Based on a long — time of research on the history of Chinese religions, Prof. Mou summarizes
the tradition of Chinese religious culture in 5 points.

(1) One of the remarkable historical features of Chinese religious culture is diversity — unity,
namely, diversity and harmony, or, difference within harmony.

China is a large country with multiple ethnic groups , religions and beliefs, but these three kinds

of multiplicities

nic groups are becoming more and more harmonious despite their diferences; their beliefs are becom-

ing more rational with communication, and difenent religions become more abundant in interac-

tion. ®

First of all, China is a multi — ethnic country with ffty — six ethnic groups. Various ethnic
groups in China live in peace with each other and constitute the Chinese nation together. As a com-

munity of oriental ancient culture, the Chinese nation has great cultural cohesion. China has also
been a unified country for two thousand years and is still in the process of renewal, which makes it

unique in the world.

Secondly, China is a multi — belief country. It not only has Confucianism which is character-

ized by humanism and rationality, but also numerous religious beliefs characterized with Shinto]
worship. Philosophy, religion, and literature mingle with each other, making Chinese philosophy

possess an element of religious sanctity and mystique, and also some strong humanism and rationali-

ty at the same time. Therefore, neither strong tendencies toward excommunicaton nor zealous reli-

gious fanaticism have ever appeared in the Chinese history.

Thirdly, China is a multi — religion country. Throughout its history, there have been a national
religion that worshiped Heaven , ancestors and the state; Daoism that occurred and developed in ma-

inland China; religions from outside of the country like Buddhism, Christianity and Muslim, and
formerly even Judaism, Manichaeism and Zoroastrianism. China is like a “ religious garden" , where

religions from native religions to world religions can co — exist in peace. There never has been major

bloodshed among religions in Chinese history, nor were there cruel and long — lasting wars like those

that took place in western history.

(2) Another remarkable feature of Chinese religious culture is that it paid great attention to do-

ing good in order to accumulate merit, teaching the people morality, and eliminating evil at the
source. This is the chief spiritual pu.rpose of Chinese religion.

For instance, Buddhism teaches mercy , “the deep and broad mercies of all people" , namely,
to have mercy on all living beings. Influenced by the thought of “ respecting the Dao and Virtue"

and
“

Paying back hatred with virtue" of Laozi, Daoism placed great upon emphasis the key function

of morality and virtue in practicing the Dao. There were conflicts among Confucianism, Buddhism

and Daoism in the Northern and Southern Dynasties periods. In the end they reached a consensus

that though they are diflerent, they are one in ten-ns of teaching human beings to do good. These
“
three religions" are actually three ways of teaching human beings to be moral. Therefore, the es-

sence of traditional Chinese religions is to cultivate public morality. This kind of moral tradition also

had great impact on Muslim and Christianity (including Protestantism) in China, making the moral

character of their teachings more prominent.

® Mou Yhongjiau, “Inherit and Carry forward the Fine Tmriition of Chinese Religinus Culmre "
, in Exploring Religion, (Beijing: Re-

ligiaus cum Plrhliahing House, zoos), s5 —s7.
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It: China, all kinds of religions could survive and develop only by virtue of their good moral
reputation. Religious denominations that preach vendetta and panderism are seen as evil cults, thus

can by no means be welcomed in broad daylight. Therefore, Chinese religion, with such a profound

moral tradition could help to purchase more moral force instead of producing extremism.
(3) The third feature of Chinese religious culture is that it is good at combining loving religion

with loving one‘ s country.

China became a vassal of western imperial powers after the Opium War, and sliflered a lot from

western colonialism. Imperialist Japan invaded China, confronting the Chinese with the danger of

losing their own country and race. It: the war for the independence and liberty of our nation, almost

all the personages from all different kinds of religions who loved the country joined actively in the

social movements that defended their own country. Buddhism teaches that “benefiting all the living

beings, malcing the world we live solemn". During the War of Resistance against Japan, Grand Master
Hongyi appealed to the society t.hat “you should never forget to save the country even when you are praying

to Buddhs. " He called forth all the monks to resist the Jspsnese invssion. chen Yingning, the Daoist mis-
ter, advocated the spirituality of Daoism, saying that “one believes in Daoism in order to preserve oneself;

one promotes Daoism in order to save the nation.
"

Muslims in China established the “Muslim Association for

ssving the eountry". Muslim scholar Hu songshsn proelsirried that “ Muslims rrre responsilrle ior the rise sud
hill of the eountry". Muslim hero Ma Benzhai orgsnired the “ Muslim Group and vowed to “ask for the
lilood hack for the sake oi our eountry and our people".

In China, the lovefrlr one’ s religion must be eowhinerl with the love for one’ s eorrntry. A religious believ-
er who rloesn’ t love one’ s country crtrtrwt live in this society. The religious believers that helperl the irnpenktlim

irwrule China were crlrldemrled hy the people---. At the same time, the mnirutrerrrrr ofthe religierrs citck in Chi-
na is not cunstrLtuted by the rmrrtrw natr’onali.t-t.t-. What the believers‘ struggled for were the revival of the country

and the equality qf afl ethnic groups. What theyfieught against were the oppression 1f the weak by the strong ,
and the rrgly deeds of the errl agrrimt the good. ihey wish to get along well with all religi0rl.t' and ethnic
grown all over the world, resolve hatred, fight agaimt wnr, and defend the perree ofthe world.

(4) chinese religious culture also hss the fine trsdition of advancing with the times, oi being resdy to
innovate.

For errsmple, Buddhism has been innovsting in its theory ever since it wss introduced to chins, ending
up with Chanwng, which bears Chinese characteristics, and

“
Buddhism in the Worl

"
that established in

the modern times. Another example, irom “wsidsndsrr s theory oi the immort.-rlity of the lrody" to “Neidan-
dso’ s double exercises of nature and life", irom “the new theory oi the Spirituality of Dsoism" to “Dsoism
in life" , Daoism has been writing its history with consistent innovation. Islam combined with Chinese cul-

ture, lrringing innovation in both teachings snd oeremonies, espeeislly diluting the ides of “ the Divine
wsr", snd emphasizing the spirit of pesee and merey. Catholics snd Protestsnts both faced the ploblem of
loeslimstion. At the end oi Ming Dynasty and the beginning of Qing Dynasty, Jesuits respeeted propriety sud
Confucianism in China, which received praise from the Chinese, while Dominicans and Francis attempted to

use the authority of the Pope to iorlrid religious oeremonies in China, nsturslly ended up with being expelled
by the chinese. In the Republic oi chins, there was “s movement of non — Christianity". christisnity msde
an effon to establish

“
the Chinese Chuich" , which aimed “on the one hand, to ask for Chinese Christians to

take up their responsibility, on the other hand, to make good use of the grand tradition of eastern culture, to

eliminate the lielittled name of Yangjiao [foreign teaching] given to Christianity. " The patriotic movement of
the “Three spont.-rneities" sinee the 1950s, and the theology estslrlished sinee the 1990s are expressions of
consistent innovation as well.

(5) It is slso one oi the good usditions of chinese religious cultule to stress the imponance of one’ s hu-
manity and cultural qualities so as to make more contributions to social and cultural prosperity.

For er.-rmple, Buddhism and Daoism, with their hruatl snd rieh eulturrl systems, have heen exerting ex-
tensive and far — resehing influence over chinese philosophy, chinese morality, chinese litersture, Chinese
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arts, and Chinese folklore, as well as China’ s science and technology and exchanges between China and

other countries, thus becoming constituent parts of Chinese superior cultme. In terms of philosophy, Bud-
dhist wisdom in experience — based enlightenment and the Taoist doctrine of life and character have their dis-

tinctive features and both have played supporting roles in the enrichment and development of such aspects of
chinese philosophy as cosmology, ontology, mind — nature theory, hie theory, epistemology, personal as.
comphshments and dialectics. Among the three theoretical peaks in the history of chinese philosophy, inclu-
ding the wisdom of Zen Buddhism, Neo —Confucianism and the Internal Dan of Taoism, two were related to

Buddhism and Taoism, while Neo — coniucianism that thrive in the song Dynasty and the Ming Dynasty was
reinvigorated by absorbing nourishment from Buddhism and Taoism. In terms of morality, traditional moral
values advanced by Confucianism have been supplemented and enriched by the doctrines of the three retribu.
tions, moral hving and Eve commandments and later ten commandments, which belong to Buddhism, and by
quietness and passivity, redemption from bitterness, and severe ueaunent of self to benefit others, which be-

long to Taoism.

Mr. Moo’ s ideas, summed up above, have never been his only, but are shared by the older generation
of chinese scholars. Mr. Fang Tianli, when discussing the important roles religion plays in the construction
of a harmonious society, briefly summarizes the superior traditions oi Chinese religions in the following four
points:

(1) Tolerance among different religions. As shown in religious history, different religions, in spite of
their conflicts, have a tendency to be reconciled with each other. For instance, Buddhism and Taoism were

reconciled after a period of conflict, and Taoism has long been reconciled with folk religions. Different be-

liefs between different chinese religions have never caused long — term conilicts, or even caused rehgious.
on the contrary, different rehgions enjoy their own pmper places while getting along wen with each other.

(2) loving and benefiting others. For instance, Buddhism holds ideas of equality, mercy, tolerance
and generosity, and Taoism holds ideas of equal mercifulness and goodwill between diiierent kinds , and
Christianity and Islam hold ideas of love, mercy, charity and public benefit, and all these ideas are condu-
cive to harmonious relationships between one and others and between individuals and society.

(3) Attachment of the state and the church. It has been shown both in history and reality that Chinese

religions favor the unity of attachment to the state and attachment to the church , leading to a positive mainte-

nance of national sovereignty, national independence, national honor and national fundamental interests. For

instance, Buddhism holds ideas of sovereign land with people enjoying happiness, and Taoism holds ideas of
searching for the way of saving the country by spreading Taoism, while Islamism holds that every Mushm has
a share in the responsibihty for the fate of his country. All these ideas reflect a noble patriotism and flinty
protection of the country among Chinese religions.

(4) Treatment of nature with care. Chinese religions generally acknowledge that the universe is a whole
and man and nature form a whole, too. For instance, the doctrine of Conditioning Cause and coexistence in

Buddhism holds that man and nature coexist, complementary to each other, according to various causes and

conditions. Taoism considers heaven, earth and man as a whole. They all pay much respect to nature, advo-
cating good ueaunent of all natural things and a harmonious coexistence of man and nature. @

In a comparison between the summaries made by Mr. Mon and those made by Mr. Fang, two impres.
sions are left. On the one hand, it is obvious that the former three points, among five points summarized by

Mr. Mou and four points summarized by Mr. Fang, on the superior traditions of chinese religions, together
with their supporting arguments, are in substantial agreement, which may be synthesized into three superior

traditions , including advocating of all — embracing, attention to morality and ethics, and solid attachment of

In the concluding part of his Ptmovartuz I7/Chinexe
religirtns have made tit chinsse sulnue ind aotiety, the risraih nfwhir-h may be seen in the section “on the historicil filnmiom nf

chinese IeI.i¢:in:ls", chapter 13.
® The details of the 4 points mentioned shove may berm seem in Farig, Iitian, “'l‘he comrtrumiou of Harmouiuua Soriety and the F||nc—

tinn ntlteli.rinn", in clririerc laligioo (No. 7, 2005).
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the state and the church to each other. On the other hand, the last three points made by both Mr. Mou and

Mr. Fang, though expressed from different angles, are nomplementary In each other, and all are conducive
to s more complete elaboration of the superior traditions of chinese religions in the future. As for the theoret-
ical value and praetieal significance of this study, Mr. Mou explains as follows:

When looking back and observing the journey of chinese religious culture in the light of erossing differ-
ent cultures and from the standpoint of comparative religious studies, we will find some traces and character-

istics of Chinese religious culture that are quite djfierent from those of western religious culture, with the tra-

ditions of chinese religious culture standing out as valuable in many respects. Especially in the world nowa-
days when national religious conflicts are getting more and more violent, and the antagonism between the U-

nited States with the background of Christianity and the Arabian countries with the background of Islam are

getting more bitter, the superior traditions of Chinese religious culture show still more obviously its distinctive

values and strong points, oi which we can be proud, and which we are required to cherish as our inheritance
and transmit, and it is important to do so, both for promoting the stability and prosperity of Chinese society

and ior promoting the world‘ s peace and developrnent. no

IV. Ideological Resources of the Chinese Cultural Tradition

Based on the above two sections, our train of research should go deeper to explore the inner re-
lationship between the outstanding characteristics and superior traditions of Chinese religions, as

discussed in previous sections, and ideological resources of the Chinese cultural tradition. Why
should it be explored? Because religion, as Mr. Lou Yulie points out, “ is an important social cul-
tural phenomenon. Religion, as an important part of culture, covers its values, thought patterns,
ways of life and religious customs, while being closely related to overall cultural ideas and concepts.

Therefore, studies of a religious culture, whether national, regional or historical, cannot be made

without the whole cultural environment it depends upon, otherwise its cultural characteristics would
never be precisely revealed. " ®Fhis opinion is applicable not only in studying tlle characteristics of

Chinese religious culture, but also in understanding the cultural traditions of Chinese religions. So,

only by exploring the ideological resources Chinese religious culture depends upon, putting Chinese
religious culture into the wllole of Chinese culture, can we arrive at a tllorougll understanding of the
reasons why Chinese religious culture possesses the outstanding characteristics and superior tradi-
tions surnnlarized above.

It is generally acknowledged in Chinese academic circles that the Chinese cultural tradition
mainly embraces three ideological headstreams, namely, Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism.
Mr. Fang Litian has made a concise description of this as follows. Chinese traditional culture, un-
der the unique Chinese geographical conditions and historical background, mainly consists of Confu-
cianism, Taoism and Buddhism as three supporting pillars. Their essential thoughts are alike, all

paying attention to humanistic values, but their connotations are remarkably different, presenting
different branches of each cultural tradition. According to Mr. Fang, in order to advance the superi-
or traditions of Chinese culture, the most urgent of all necessary tasks is to advance Chinese tradi-
tional philosophy, mainly the superior traditions of Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. History

indicates that the superior traditions of the three philosophies, with widespread and enduring influ-
ence, have long been nurturing and permeating the spiritual world of the Chinese people and, as an

intrinsic force to promote social harmony and national development, have been playing a positive

® Mon, Zhongjinu. ,4» Ernzerntien in Religion. (Beijing: The Religious Culture Press, 2008) , 86.
@ reu, Yulie. “An Exlnratinn in Religious Study rheurias in mnfonnity with the Native Cultural rrnriitiuns". in Cllinme neligims

(No. 11,2008).
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role in promoting social progress and encouraging national advance. ®l'his advocacy of the impor-

tance of carrying forward the traditional ideological resources of Chinese philosophy is in high afl'mi-
ty to the background of Chinese culture, learning and ideology. Mr. Fung Yu — Lan pointed out that
“
the place philosophy occupies in Chinese civilization is always as important as that which religion

occupies in many other civilizations. " ®Here, let us make some appraisals of how the older genera-

tion of Chinese scholars elucidated the philosophical ideological resources of Confucianism, Taoism

and Buddhism, by focusing on key theoretical issues and practical questions.

Can the Chinese cultural tradition make new contributions to the coexistence of civilizations’!

That is the question Mr. Tang Yijie has been thinking about for his refutation of the theory of civili-
zational conflict. In his essay “ Conflicts between Civilizations and Coexistence of Civilizations" ,
Mr. Tang focuses on the positive ideological resources provided by the philosophical ideas of Confu-
cianism and Taoism. The following are some essential points.

1. Some positive ideological resources provided by Confucian humanity
It is said in The Bamboo Slip fiom the Guodian. Chu Tombs that “Dao comes from feelings. "

Here Dao indicates humanity, that is, principles in human relations and social relations. Human re-
lations begin to be built up from feelings, and that is the starting point of Confucian Humanity. Ac-

cording to Confucius, to be humane is to love people. Where does humanity come from‘? Confucius

said, “ humanity means loving people, among whom family and relatives are the foremost. " Loving

one’ s family and relatives is the essential feeling that naturally exists in human beings. What is

more, loving people goes even further. In Confucian Humanity, loving one’ s family and relatives
expands into loving all people. That is to say, the feeling of loving one‘ s own people expands into

a larger sense of loving all people.

It is not an easy job to expand loving one’ s own people into loving all people. In order to love

all people, being honest and considerate is the essential code. One should
“
treat others in the same

way as one would like to be treated" ,and “if one wishes to stand firm, one should help others stand

firm, too, and if one wishes to be successful, one should malce others successful, too.
"

When hu-

manity is spread into society, it is what Confucius said about “controlling oneself and regaining or-

der". Zhu Xi, later, gave a further explanation ; “to control is to fight against, and one covers his

own private desires; to regain is to return, and order includes the laws of nature and universal mor-

als.
"

That is to say, one should get over one’ s own private desires and conduct oneself in conformi-

ty with grace and propriety. Fei Xiaotong pointed out that “ only by controlling oneself can order be

regained, and controlling oneself and regaining order is one of the essential requirements for one to
step into society as a social being. One of the key differences between eastern culture and western

culture perhaps lies in controlling oneself in the east and indulging oneself in the west.
"

Humanity is man‘ s inner morality, and order includes grace and propriety that normalize peo-

ple’ s conduct. “ It is better to normalize people’ s conduct by peaceful means. " So people normal-
ize their conduct from spontaneity and consciousness, and from a heart of loving people. As Confu-
cius said, loving people is one’ s own free choice, and humanity can never be reached by external

forces. With a conscious pursuit for humanity, hearts of loving people may be expected to be formed
in accordance with grace and propriety in the whole society, which is sure to be harmonious and

peaceful.
“
Once self is controlled and order regained, the world returns to humanity.

"

These Confucian thoughts are hardly of less significance for the rulers of a country and for the

ruling elite of developed countries in today’ s world (especially for the United States). It is through

:3 s.-..:. Fang, Litinn. “To Carry Forward the superior uxditinm ufChinese cum", in m Pmpw Y Daily (Feb. 4, 2005), 15.
® Fung Yu-Ian, A Short Hirmry 0/Chinese Phi1o.ruphy,I‘H.ilnd by Dell: Bodde, (New York, NY; The Free Press, 1976) , 1.
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“benevolent govemance" and “kingly ways" , instead of “tyrannical ways" , that a country is well

governed and the world is made peaceful. Different cultures may coexist and develop together where
benevolent governance or kingly ways prevail. If tyrannical ways prevail, conflicts between civiliza-

tions will arise, and cultures are apt to go in one direction so as to breed cultural hegemony. If Con-

fucian humanity theories are applied to dealing with relations between different civilizations, no con-

ilicts or even wars will aroused between them, and their coexistence will be realized. 69

2. Some positive ideological resources provided by Taoism
In Daodejing by Lao Zi, Tao there is a basic concept, with natural inaction as its fundamental

characteristics, which is said in Wang Chong' s Lunheng to be a universal truth.

Natural inaction advocated by Lao Zi may be understood as follows; never do anything against

people‘ s will, and social tranquility and world peace will result. Lao Zi quoted ancient sages; “If

I am in natural inaction, people will be naturally humanized; IfI am in tranquility, people’ s con-
duct will be naturally normalized; If I make no disturbances, people will naturally get rich; If I

have no desire, people will be naturally modest. " That is to say, rulers of a country should not in-

terfere much with people (should be in inaction) , should not disturb people’ s normal life (should

be in tranquility) , should not do anything against people ' s will (should malte no disturbances) ,
and should not greedily exploit people (should have no desire) , so that people will humanize them-

selves, normalize their conduct on their own, get rich by their own efforts, and prefer a modest way

of life.

In today‘ s interpretation of the above passage, natural inaction has significance not only for a
country‘ 5 internal peace but also for removing conilicts between different civilizations. Further in-

terpretations of the above passage may be added as follows. The more a country interferes in other

countries’ affairs, the more disorderly the world will be. If big countries or powerful countries are

apt to use force or threaten to use force, the world will get more and more turbulent and disorderly.

If big countries or powerful countries plunder small countries or weak countries in the name of assis-
ting them, small countries or weak countries will become poorer and poorer. If developed countries

contend, from an ever — increasing desire, for the wealth and the reign of the world, it will become

a terrible world destitute of morality. I think, therefore, that “ natural inaction" may be a good rem-

edy for the leaders of the new empire. If they accept that idea, the world will achieve peace and

tranquility. ®
3. Some positive ideological resources provided by Chinese Buddhist philosophical ideas

In modern society and in the course of the world’ s modernization, has Chinese Buddhist phi-
losophy certain values’! If it has, what are they in modern terms’! That is the question Mr. Fang

Litian answers in the conclusion of his magnificent book The Essence qf Chinese Buddhist Philoso-

phy. Therein, Mr. Fang first investigates the “fundamental characteristics and fundamental contra-

dictions of human society" , and then, having an eye on the developing [or, trends of develop-

ment] trends in the 21" century, he explains some basic ideas of Chinese Buddhist philosophy,
such as “conditioning cause" ,

“
cause and effect" , “equality" , “mercy" , “harmony" , etc. And

finally, in View of the three basic contradictions in contemporary human society contradictions

between man and ego, between man and his fellow men, between man and nature, he elucidates

the modern meanings, one by one, of Chinese Buddhist philosophy. Among them, what is dis-

@ Tang Yijie. “Conflicts betwear civilizations and coexialznee ..£.:avarmu-.m". Academic Mia — — — —Selec1Aai Ezenys from Journal

oflkking University to Celebrating Its 50* Anniversary of Publication (Vnlum for Am and Humnnitiis). Chang Yum, ism; Xiemn ed. (The
Felting University rm-u:,7xx)5),51x.

® lbi4i. , 583 -534.
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cussed in the second part, under the title of “harmonizing the contradiction between man and his

fellow men so as to maintain world peace” , is closely related to what we are discussing now.
Mr. Fang discusses those relations among human beings, including multiple relations between

man and his fellow men, between man and society, between man and his nation, between man and

his country. Judging from this view, there are two big problems in today’ s world; one is disturb-
ances and conflicts in some parts of the world, caused by such factors as national conflicts, religious

conflicts, territorial disputes, contentions for resources and interests, from which some local people

i.n those troubled areas are suffering; meanwhile nontraditional security problems such as terrorism
become more and more serious. The other is the ever — widening gap between the rich north and the

poor south of the world, owing to which quite a number of people are living in poverty.

With the two problems mentioned above, peaceful coexistence stands out. The two world wars

i.rr the 20"’ century slaughtered millions upon millions of people, and if world wars are repeat in the

21" century, the whole of mankind will possibly be doomed. In order to avoid wars, the causes of

war must be rooted out. One of the causes of war is ignorance of the truth that human beings must

coexist, rely on each other and be sel.f— interested while altruistic. Also ignored are communication

and reconciliation, and respect for other lives. The Buddhist concept of equality stresses equality

between all human beings, who are all equal in nature, in personality, in dignity. Equality means

respect and peace, and peace comes from a deep understanding of equality between one and others,

and only based on equality can peace be real and enduring. Therefore, the Buddhist idea of mutual

respect is conducive to human coexistence, and to their common pursuit of a pure land on earth. In
addition, such theories as “ mercy saving the world" ,

“ the five commandments" and “ the ten com-

mandments" , all put
“
no killing" at the first place, prominently revealing Buddhist noble qualities

i.rr respecting life and respecting other fellows. And the Buddhist idea of mercy incamates sympathy

and aifection with other fellows , far above war and showing care for peace. Since Master Taixu initi-

ated humanistic Buddhism , Chinese Buddhism has been paying attention to world peace, longing for

world peace, and appealing for world peace. It may well be said that to maintain world peace has

become one of the utmost Buddha Dharma for contemporary Buddhism to carry forward, and Bud-

dhism has been playing a unique and irreplaceable role in promoting world peace.

The wide gap between the rich north and the poor south and the poverty some people live in do
not only concern the existence of disadvantaged groups and toiling masses, but also become root
causes of social disorder, and constitute a direct threat to regional or even world peace. Buddhist i-

deas of equality and mercy provide direction for the solution to those questions. Buddhism has al-

ways been attaching importance to mercy saving the world, so as to relieve people’ s pain and make

people happy. It is an important Buddhist practice to show generosity, giving welfare to others from

a mind full of compassion, providing others with money, goods, strength and wisdom, and thus

making others happy and wise. Nowadays, Buddhists on both sides of the Taiwan Strait are ma.king

great efforts to promote Buddha’ s comprehensive kindness and mercy to relieve all living creatures

from suflering while seeking no comfort for oneself, and they are emphasizing philanthropy by help-

ing the poor, providing medical care, supporting Hope Projects, converting delinquents and crimi-

nals, so that the beneficiaries are not only adequately provided for, but also promoted in their hu-

man qualities.

The significance of Chinese Buddhist philosophy in modern times lies in the fact that its impor-

tant principles have been well elucidated and their functions have begun to be highlighted with origi-

nality. If the philosophical thought of Chinese Buddhism is applied to relieving human social contra-
dictions , it is sure to be conducive to the promotion of people‘ s humane qualities, to the alleviation

of people‘ s present sufferings, to the meeting of people‘ s new demands, and even more, to the fa-
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cilitation of the peaceful coexistence and common development of the world community (or, human

society, depending on your meaning). ®

4. The Essential Philosophical Spirit of the Chinese Cultural Tradition
hr the previous passages, the important practical significance of the ideological resources pro-

vided by Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism have been reviewed. The Chinese cultural tradition,

which is a blend of the three ideological streams, is obviously an organic whole. What, then, is the

philosophical essence of the whole Chinese cultural tradition’! What kind of important ideological re-

sources may this philosophical essence provide for the promotion of religious dialogue, for the recon-

ciliation of conflicts between civilizations, and for the construction of a harmonious world’! Those

two questions may well be considered the frontier subjects Chinese scholars have been exploring

since China‘ s opening and reform, especially in the past dozen years. Among major academic a-

chievements, those theoretical explorations made by the older generation of Chinese scholars, whose

knowledge expands to cover both the East and the West, are the most notable ones.

At the beginning of the 1990s, Mr. Ji Xianlin summed up the essence of Chinese traditional
culture in one sentence; it is the unity of heaven and man, and it is harmony. Nowadays, most Chi-

nese scholars stress the idea of harmony when dealing with the philosophical essence of the Chinese

cultural tradition, and explain harmony by Confucius’ s term
“

to reach a state merging while retai-

ning diiferences". But this term alone is not adequate, though we understand the idea of harmony

through it as a main concept. It should be raised to one of the basic categories of the Chinese philo-

sophical tradition so as to reveal the wisdom it contains. Let us look at some understandings and in-

terpretations offered in this category by Fung Yu — Ian and Zhang Dainian, the two founders of the

discipline of the history of Chinese philosophy.

Confrontation is not only conflict, but also often the contrary of conflict, namely, harmony.

Harmony is not sameness, and those in harmony with each other are not necessarily similar to each

other. Harmony is not unity, either. Those in harmony with each other, though forming a unity be-

cause of their relationship with each other, reflect another relation outside the unity. Harmony con-

sists of four aspects; the first is difference, that is to say, the condition of never being absolutely the

same; the second is avoidance of mutual destruction, that is to say, no negation of each other; the

third is complementation, that is to say, supporting each other; the fourth is a balance maintained

between each other. @

That is Mr. Zhang Dainianl s definition of harmony, which is raised to the level of a philosoph-

ical concept and understood as one of the basic concepts of dialectics. So is Mr. Fung Yu — lan’ s
training of thought. His New Version of the History of Chinese Philosophy (in 7 volumes) , comple-

ted at the age of 95 , concluded with the demonstration of the historical clari.fication[ '1] of the idea

of Supreme Harmony (Taihe). He points out that Zhang Zai, a philosopher in the Song Dynasty,

summarized the laws of dialectics in a few sentences; “a phenomenon must have two opposite sides,

which must go in opposite directions. When they are opposite to each other, they must hate each

other and fight against each other. As a result, their mutual hatred and fighting must tend to be har-

monized and dissolved. " (“ Supreme Harmony" , Discovery of Veiled Truths) Harmonization is an

important category in Zhang Zai ' s philosophical system, and he says at the beginning of Discovery of

Veiled Truths;
“
Supreme harmony is the wisdom of Dar), where there are factors conceived to be op-

@ Fang,
- 1219.

@ Zhang Dainiau. “rmmpty Thinking — — — — One nfFive Iumrrrs nu Unity ofHenveu and mu". rm Cnrrqrlnte Wridng Iflhang
Vnl.3. (The Hobs Prrnrince Prise, 1996) , 35.
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posite to each other, such as ascending and descending, floating and sinking, motion and inaction,

and wherein arise antipathies, conflicts, fights, victories and defeats, shrinking and expanding. "

So what is to be harmonized is full of contradictions and conflicts, rather than the contrary.
“

Fac-

tors opposite to each other, such as ascending and descending, floating and sinking, motion and in-

action," are contradictions, while “antipathies, conflicts, fights, victories and defeats, shrinking

and expanding" are struggles. Therefore, according to Zhang Zai, a normal state of society is a

state of harmonizing contradictions, and so is the normal state of the universe. This state is called
“ Supreme Harmony". Mr. Fung goes on, with a deeper understanding, to the following conclu-

sion;

In classical Chinese philosophy, “harmonization” is different from “ sameness". “Sameness”
cannot tolerate “di.fI"erences" , while “ harmonization" tolerates “di.fI"erences" , and cannot be called

what it is without “diflerences" to be harmonized.

It is an objective dialectics that “ hatred must be harmonized and dissolved". No matter how
people may wish it to be otherwise, modern society, especially the international community, has

been developing in accordance with this objective dialectics.

Modern history has been developing in the direction of harmonization of hatred, but the pro-
gress of the development of history is usually circuitous, taking as much time as necessary, some-

time even centuries ---- --Human beings are the most wise and rational of all creatures, and they will

never take the road of “keeping hatred to the end". So, harmonization represents the future of both

the Chinese philosophical tradition and philosophy worldwide. ®

The above perceptions of Mr. Fung and Mr. Zhang not only represent the identification of the

basic philosophical essence of Chinese cultural traditions to be found among Chinese scholars, but

also find echoes among learned scholars in other countries. For instance, Hans Ktlng, advocate of

religious dialogue and global ethics, when introducing Chinese religious cultural traditions to a west-
ern television audience, said that in the whole tradition of Chinese philosophy, a consistent trend is

the seeking for a harmony between heaven and earth. Even up to now, the Chinese people are still

seeking for the harmony between heaven and earth, between man and nature, between mortal and

i.mmortal, between oneself and society. He calls this tradition of Chinese philosophy the “ great har-
mony" , and believes that it does only not have great significance for China’ s future, but also will
make a great contribution to the construction of world eth.nics. ®

As for the prospect of the development of human society and world culture, Mr. Fei Xiaotong

has a wise saying; “ one appreciates one’ s own beauty and appreciates others‘ beauty, too, and a
mutual appreciation of each other’ s beauty leads to a universal harmony in the world. Can this
“harmonious spirit" , full of “ appreciations" , provide “ Chinese experience with ancient wisdom"

for promoting religious dialogue , dissolving conflicts between civilizations , and building up a harmo-
nious world‘,7 My answer is Yes.

:3 The above overview and quotations are seen in Fang Yu—L|n. New than nfTIm History nfCha'nA.m Pllilznmphy. Chapter X! , v..1.
7; See also Fung Yu — in. The Ham o/Chinere Modem Phflolophy. The Gunngdnng Purple‘ 5 PISA, 1999. pp. 251-254.

@ Refer m Hans KIIuggSpu.n-,n.r11rhe pa weltmligiorwn mjdem wag Ham Ktlng, Chinese versiou,Ee.ijing:SDX Joint P||l»l.i_-thing cm...
ny,2007, p.130.
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